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Abstract: Experience shows that users of the Hat viewing tools
find it hard to keep orientation and navigate to a point of interest
in the trace. Hence this paper describes a new viewing tool where
navigation through the trace is based on the program source.
The tool combines ideas from algorithmic debugging, traditional
stepping debuggers and dynamic program slicing.
1 Introduction
Hat [24] still has a number of shortcomings. One of these is that it is often
hard to navigate through large computations. By using the existing viewing
tools together and calling one tool from the other we can in principle quickly
reach any point in the trace. However, the questions: “where am I in the
trace?” and “how do I get to the point I want to see in the trace?” often
occur. We require orientation guides.
One candidate for an orientation structure immediately springs to mind:
the program source. We are likely to be familiar with the source, because we
wrote it, read it beforehand and/or will have to modify it. All expressions
in the trace originate from the source. Usually the source is far shorter than
the huge computation trace.
None of the existing viewing tools take advantage of the source. All Hat
viewing tools display only expressions and equations of the traced computa-
tion. The tools just allow opening a source browser with the cursor positioned
at the redex or at the definition of the function of current interest.
hat-explore is a new Hat viewing tool that allows simple, free nav-
igation through a trace while providing orientation based on the program
source. hat-explore combines ideas from algorithmic debugging, tradi-
tional stepping debuggers and dynamic program slicing.
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2 Functionality
The Screen Layout The display of hat-explore is divided into two
parts: the call stack and the source. The stack shows a sequence of re-
ductions, where each reduction called the function applied in the reduction
below. We say that function f calls function g, if the application of g appears
in the definition body of f; so this stack resembles the runtime stack of an
eager evaluator, not a lazy one. The last reduction on the call stack is called
the current reduction, the reduction that is currently in focus. In the source
the call site of the redex of the current reduction is underlined.
Navigation through the Computation We navigate through a compu-
tation via the cursor keys: up to the caller of the current reduction, down to
the first callee, and left and right to siblings. In the program source the call
sites of the siblings are highlighted (but not underlined).
Algorithmic Debugging hat-explore supports algorithmic debugging,
that is, error-location based on declarations by the user about which re-
ductions are correct. We can declare if the current reduction is correct or
incorrect with respect to our intentions and also change any previous such
declaration. hat-explore uses several colours for highlighting: correct re-
ductions are green , incorrect ones are yellow , unknown/undeclared ones are
blue . When the tool identifies a reduction as faulty, it is highlighted in red .
Example Let us work step by step through an example session for the
faulty insertion sort program. The tool starts with the reduction of main.
(There is no call site of main, hence its definition is underlined.)
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/1 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 1 to 3 -----------------------------
main = putStrLn (sort "sort")
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
We cannot say if this reduction is correct, but only press cursor down to look
at the children:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/2 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
2. putStrLn "os" = {IO}
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 1 to 3 -----------------------------
main = putStrLn ( sort "sort" )
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
The first child is a reduction of a trusted function and hence assumed to be
correct. So we press cursor right to look at the second child:
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==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 2/2 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
2. sort "sort" = "os"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 1 to 3 -----------------------------
main = putStrLn ( sort "sort" )
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
This reduction disagrees with our intentions and hence we press ‘w’ to declare
the reduction as wrong:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 2/2 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
2. sort "sort" = "os"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 1 to 3 -----------------------------
main = putStrLn ( sort "sort" )
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
To find out why the reduction is wrong we have to look at the children, so
we press cursor down:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/2 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
2. sort "sort" = "os"
3. insert ’s’ "o" = "os"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 3 to 5 -----------------------------
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
sort [] = []
sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)
We press ‘c’ to declare the reduction as correct and then press cursor right
to look at the second child:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 2/2 ==========================
1. main = {IO}
2. sort "sort" = "os"
3. sort "ort" = "o"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 3 to 5 -----------------------------
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
sort [] = []
sort (x:xs) = insert x ( sort xs )
We press ‘w’ to declare the reduction as wrong and then press cursor down
to inquire further:
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==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/2 ==========================
2. sort "sort" = "os"
3. sort "ort" = "o"
4. insert ’o’ "r" = "o"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 3 to 5 -----------------------------
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
sort [] = []
sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)
We press ‘w’ to declare the reduction as wrong:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/2 ==========================
2. sort "sort" = "os"
3. sort "ort" = "o"
4. insert ’o’ "r" = "o"
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 3 to 5 -----------------------------
sort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
sort [] = []
sort (x:xs) = insert x ( sort xs )
So the reduction insert ’o’ "r" = "o" is faulty. We have located the fault,
it must be in the definition of insert. If we are not convinced, we can still
press cursor down to see that insert ’o’ "r" = "o" has only a single child,
a reduction of a trusted function, which is assumed to be correct:
==== Hat-Explore 2.04 ==== Call 1/1 ==========================
3. sort "ort" = "o"
4. insert ’o’ "r" = "o"
5. ’o’ <= ’r’ = True
---- Insert.hs ---- lines 7 to 9 -----------------------------
insert :: Ord a => a -> [a] -> [a]
insert x [] = [x]
insert x (y:ys) = if x <= y then x : ys else y : (insert x ys)
Declaring the (in)correctness of the current reduction is separate from
navigation; it does not automatically navigate to a new reduction. Thus we
are free to declare (in)correctness of reductions in any order. In practice
it is often much easier to recognise an incorrect reduction than being sure
that a reduction is correct. hat-explore allows us to look at all children
of a redex, determine that one of them is incorrect, and continue exploring
that reduction, without having to consider the correctness of its siblings. We
might not even use algorithmic debugging at all but simply navigate freely
through the computation; we will do so in particular when there is no error
but we aim to understand how the traced program works.
Program Slicing hat-explore optionally marks the definitions of all
functions within which the fault must be. These definitions comprise the
faulty slice. With increasing information about correct and incorrect reduc-
tions the faulty slice shrinks until the faulty reduction has been identified.
The shrinking of the faulty slice shows us that we are making progress, it
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may quickly exclude large parts of the program, possibly parts that had been
wrongly suspected, and when the faulty slice has become small we may spot
the fault straight away without even having to continue algorithmic debug-
ging to its end. In the preceding screen-shots the faulty slice is emphasised.
The faulty slice does not have to encompass whole definitions. When a
reduction f . . . = . . . is faulty, it is unnecessary to add the whole definition
of function f to the faulty slice. For a specific reduction usually only parts of
the definition body of the reduced function are evaluated because of pattern
matching, conditionals and lazy evaluation. The fault can only be in that
part of the definition.
Code Coverage By declaring the root reduction of the computation, main
= {IO}, as incorrect and asking hat-explore to mark only the evaluated
faulty slice, we can obtain the slice of the program that was evaluated at all
during the whole computation.
3 Conclusions
hat-explore is a new trace viewing tool for the Hat system that enables us
to navigate freely and intuitively through the trace of a Haskell 98 program.
The display of the source together with a stack of reductions for the con-
text give good orientation. The tool combines algorithmic debugging with
program slicing and the user interface of a traditional stepping debugger.
Feedback on the Hat-day was mostly positive. However, the user in-
terface was considered too complex: users might be confused by numerous
expressions highlighted in several colours. It was also considered confusing
that when the fault had been located, the call site was highlighted in red
in the source code, not the definition site which is faulty and needs to be
modified. Considering that slicing is too slow in practice for non-trivial com-
putations (it requires a traversal of most of the trace), this feature might best
be moved to a separate, non-interactive viewing tool.
hat-explore demonstrates that it is relatively easy to extend the Hat
system by a new viewing tool for which it was not designed originally. During
the development of hat-explore it became clear that the implementations
of most viewing tools include functionalities that are likely to be useful for
future tools and hence should be moved into separate libraries.
A more detailed description of hat-explore is given in [5].
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